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Dear Sunshine Pre-School Partnership
Monitoring for provision judged as inadequate
An Ofsted inspector, Ann Austen, monitored your provision on 02/10/2014 following
your inspection where the provision was judged to be inadequate.
Outcome of monitoring
As a result of our inspection on 16/07/2014, we sent you a notice to improve. If you
were set actions at the inspection, or as a result of our subsequent monitoring or
investigations, these are included at the end of this letter.
During the monitoring visit, the inspector discussed with you the steps you have
taken to address the action raised in the notice to improve. The inspector spoke to
you about how you ensure that people whose suitability has not been checked do
not have unsupervised contact with the children being cared for. The inspector found
that you took immediate action to address the issue raised at your last inspection.
Additionally, procedures are in place to evaluate the quality of the practice and the
impact this has on the outcomes for children.
The inspector found that steps to safeguard children have improved. You discussed
that you no longer allow people whose suitability has not been checked to have
unsupervised access to children. In addition, you provided documentation to confirm
that vetting processes have been completed for all members of staff working at your
provision. You have maintained a record of staff's criminal record disclosure
reference numbers, the date the disclosures were obtained and details of who
obtained the checks. As a result, children's safety and well-being is maintained
because they are cared for by suitable adults.
The inspector observed children being cared for on the day of the monitoring visit to
be happy and appropriately engaged in their play. Children freely select from the
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range of activities and resources provided and staff were observed interacting and
supporting their learning.
Having considered all the evidence, the inspector is of the opinion that the setting
has taken prompt and effective action to address the points for improvement.
Next steps
The next step will be a full inspection.
I hope that you have found the visit helpful in promoting improvement in your
setting. If you have any further queries please contact us on the number at the top
of this letter.
Yours sincerely
Nick Hudson
National Director, Early Education
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Actions
Action
Due date
ensure that people whose suitability has 05/09/2014
not been checked do not have
unsupervised contact with the children
being cared for.
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Closed date
02/10/2014

